Integration of clinical and administrative strategies to reduce expenditures for antimicrobial agents.
A comprehensive program of clinical and administrative strategies to reduce expenditures for antimicrobial agents is described. Clinical intervention strategies include the use of antimicrobial order sheets, standardized dosage regimens, restriction policies for certain antimicrobial agents, and position statements on the use of restricted agents. A cornerstone of the program is the support for cost-reduction interventions offered by the pharmacy and therapeutics committee and its subcommittee on therapeutics; that support is demonstrated through endorsement and enforcement of pharmacy programs. Physicians are reminded of the cost-reduction programs through periodic articles in the pharmacy newsletter and an "antibiogram" card supplied by the division of epidemiology. The effectiveness of these interventions has been demonstrated by progressive decreases in expenditures for antimicrobial agents during 1987 and 1988. Antimicrobial agents also account for increasingly smaller percentages of the total drug budget. This combination of clinical and administrative strategies reduced expenditures for antimicrobial agents by more than $700,000 over two years without the use of clinical specialists or any apparent sacrifice in the quality of patient care.